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A G E N DA
LE BAN O N
FILM

‘Birds of September’
Sursock Museum, Ashrafieh
Sept. 8, 7 p.m.

01-202-001
Sarah Francis’ lauded 2013
feature-length doc is set in the
Plexiglas back of an ad truck
roaming Beirut streets, while
a camera explores the city
behind the glass and the stories of several individuals. (In
Arabic with English subtitles.)

‘Maskoon Fantastic Film
Festival’
Metropolis Cinema-Sofil
Sept. 14-18

www.metropoliscinema.net
The region’s first festival to
focus on genre film,
Maskoon promises to bring
quality international horror,
thriller, fantasy, action and
sci-fi films to Beirut.
MUSIC

‘Prelude by Mophradat’
Beirut Art Center, Jisr al-Wati
Sept. 8, 8:30 p.m.

01-397-018
This evening of music and
drinks celebrating new
beginnings will feature music
by Concert (Chris Evans,
Morten Norbye Halvorsen,
Benjamin Seror) and Cairobased Dwarves of East
Agouza (Alan Bishop, Maurice Louca, Sam Shalabi) followed by dancing to the
tunes of Beirut-based DJ
Jana Saleh. Cairo-based art
collective Nile Sunset Annex
will also present the latest
glossary term: bar.

‘Wickerpark Music Festival’
Batroun, Daou Garden
Sept. 10, from 4 p.m.

03-241-408
Back at its founder’s Batroun
beach house, this grass-roots
alternative music festival
returns for its fifth edition.

Tatiana Primak-Khoury
Hariri Auditorium, University
of Balamand, Mar Mikhael
Sept. 24, 7:30 p.m.

Pianist Tatiana PrimakKhoury, Balamand’s artist-inresidence, will perform a program of works by Chopin,
Haydn, Liszt and Howrani.

R E VI E W

Conversations on flight and loss
A Ticket to Atlantis
offers a surprisingly
moving, and timely,
seaside performance
By Jim Quilty
The Daily Star

B

EIRUT: For some theater
lovers, an evening’s entertainment entails a comfortable separation between
audience and performer. Those
needing this sort of splendid isolation might be a bit bewildered by “A
Ticket to Atlantis,” which has briefly
revived Ain al-Mreisseh’s historic
ladies beach.
Ultimately, the sustained, dreamlike lyricism the players accomplish
during this multi-media performance more than compensates for
the slight inconvenience of theatrical immersion.
“Atlantis” has been devised by
Lina Issa and Mayar Alexan, a pair
of Syrian- and Dutch-trained performers, with Argentine composermulti-instrumentalist Santiago Cordoba, who accompanies each performance live.
Its makers cast the show as an
exploration of the relationship
between the human body and the sea.
Taking its departure from the experiences of migrants who have fled disaster by sea, the piece proposes a link
between the human desire for safe
haven and the legend of the drowned
city of Atlantis, while alleviating the
burden of identity.
“Atlantis” isn’t theater driven by
dialogue and plot but a modular
composition bereft of both. What
semblance of narrative it does have
is expressed during a sequence of
metronomic monologues in the
midst of the performance.
This “act” of the play is sandwiched between two other prerecorded monologues in which Cordoba’s music and Issa and Alexan’s,
sometimes ritually inflected, movement are central features.
The performance space is the former Ajram ladies beach – a concrete
ledge extending for a dozen or so
metres from the Ain al-Mreisseh
seafront, where an ensemble of squat
historic structures shields the proceedings from the Corniche’s traffic.
Audience members are never
allowed to feel separate. As they
descend toward the water, individuals encounter Issa – who encourages
each to perform a brief (non-religious) ritual act before taking a seat.
Apparatus are distributed for

In the second act of the show, audience members move to flotation devices.

Mayar Alexan and Lina Issa, in the third act of the show.

individuals to listen to a recorded
monologue in standard Arabic (English-language typescripts are available). The conceit of the play’s first,
highly poetic mode is that the sea is
sentient, with a memory of the
human beings that have physically
interacted with her.
The narrator depicts a woman

who comes to swim daily, a ritual she
performs to grieve the loss of her
husband, who himself drowned at
sea. Though the language makes the
monologue less universally accessible than other facets of the play,
there is a lovely sensitivity in how the
physicality of the woman’s movement through the sea – and how she

and the sea mingle – is depicted.
For those leery of the childish
tropes of Disney-style personification,
Issa and Alexan’s characterisation of
this body of water is intriguingly adult
– at once curious about the humans
that move atop her and impervious to
the sentimentality humans feel when
other members of the species drown,

PHOTOGRAPHY

‘Inked Minds’
Galerie de l’Institut Francais
du Liban, Damascus Rd.
Opening Sept. 7, 6:30 p.m.

‘Clashing Realities’
Galerie Tanit

Photos by Alia Haju

01-420-200
In this new series, Lama Mattar unveils portraits of men
and women with exuberant
tattoos, in photographs that
reflect the exclusive visual
link between the tattooed person and their environment.
Mayar Alexan performs in the first act of the show.

The audience listens to a recorded testimonial, told from the perspective of the sea.

sometimes en masse.
“ ... Everything fell silent,” the sea
notes, after depicting the violent flurry of a mass drowning. “Maybe we
got tired. Maybe we got to know
each other.”
Having heard the sea’s perspective, the performance begins in
earnest, with a panicked-looking
Alexan appearing on the balcony of
the structure behind the, by now
standing, audience. He darts back
and forth in this enclosed space and
eventually escapes whatever invisible danger is pursuing him by dropping to the audience’s level.
Confronting the whitewashed
wall that impedes his moving forward, a strip of white fabric – resembling an unusually resilient flake of
peeling paint – wraps about him like
a mummy’s bandages. The audience
is encouraged to follow him as he
moves down the wall.
This choreography blends into an
encounter between Alexan and Issa,
whose movement suggests the sea’s
embrace of a drowning man.
With dusk falling, assistants bear
ranks of inflated inner tubes to the
performance’s next station.
Each row is comprised of perhaps seven pairs of tubes, each set
of rings lashed together and bound
to the ensemble.
The audience are encouraged to
use the tubes as seating, staring seaward as Issa and Alexan – now
draped in blankets like freshly landed refugees, their faces lit by a lone
lamp – take turns recounting the
(colloquial Arabic) monologues of
migrants who have survived a liferaft Mediterranean crossing.
As darkness descends around a
crescent moon, several distinct
modes of solo and duet choreography unfold, with different props
employed – a fish tank, lit depictions
of jellyfish. Ultimately, cast and
audience move back to where the
play commenced, where several individuals are invited to join the players in examining the venue from a
different perspective.
The artists have good reason to
assert the aesthetic autonomy of their
work from the news – specifically the
on-going refugee crisis, in which the
Mediterranean has been as much a
player as the smugglers and the
migrants themselves.
In the Ajram performance that this
writer attended, some of these goals
have been attained more successfully
than others.
Any connection between the performance and the mythic-historic city
of Atlantis may have inspired some
choreography but otherwise goes
undeveloped beyond the title itself.
It seems likely too that, for many
in this audience, the work is as moving as it is precisely because it successfully evokes the experiences of
refugees undergoing the sea voyage
to Europe – especially the module
built around inner tubes and Levantine Arabic testimonials.
That said, the theme of flight by
sea is pervasive enough to give
“Atlantis” a life well beyond this
tragic and shameful moment in the
region’s history.
The show’s language and stage
design draw upon sources far more
broad than the news. When it does
dip into the visual and narrative
tropes of the present crisis, it does so
with imaginative verve.
“A Ticket to Atlantis” is performed daily
through Sept. 10 at the former Ajram
Women’s Beach, Ain al-Mreisseh, facing the
Palm Beach Hotel, starting around 6:15 p.m.

Sept. 13, 6 p.m.

PERFORMANCE

‘Varekai’
Forum de Beyrouth, Karantina
Sept. 7-12, 4:30 and 8 p.m.

www.antoineticketing.com
Directed by Dominic Champagne, Cirque du Soleil’s
“Varekai” (“Wherever”) is
an “acrobatic tribute to the
nomadic soul,” beginning
with the myth of Icarus.

Just a thought
The cure for anything is salt
water: sweat, tears or the sea.
Isak Dinesen
(1885-1962)
Danish author

Cannibals terrorize Venice in horror film Bad Batch
By Ella Ide
Agence France Presse

VENICE, Italy: Ana Lily Amirpour’s “Bad Batch” is a cannibal
love story starring Jim Carrey and
Keanu Reeves. The up-and-coming
Iranian-American director compared her savage fairytale, screening
in the Venice film festival’s Critics’
Week program, to an orgasm.
“Bad Batch” is the hotly anticipated follow-up to Amirpour’s Farsispeaking vampire Western “A Girl
Walks Home Alone at Night,” 2014,
which tells the tale of a young
woman who wanders the deserted
nighttime streets in a futuristic wasteland version of the United States.
In the new film British actor Suki
Waterhouse (of “Pride and Prejudice and Zombies”), stars as Arlen,
a misfit who is cast out into the
desert. There she is captured by a
community of cannibals and eaten
bit by bit, kept alive to ensure her
flesh stays fresh as one by one her
limbs get the chop.
Salvation not only from the cooking pot but the nightmarish society
may lie with cannibal Miami Man
(Jason Momoa from “Game of
Thrones”), whose child Miel (Jayda

Fink) Arlen takes under her wing.
U.S. stars Keanu Reeves and Jim
Carrey have smaller but key roles as
a commune leader and hermit in the
story, which critics read as a cautionary tale for today’s American society.
“At a time when presidential candidate Donald Trump is advocating
the construction of a physical wall to
protect the national purity of the
American population” Variety magazine wrote, the story of exiling undesirables to a fenced-off wasteland
“doesn’t sound all that dystopian.”

Amirpour told the world’s oldest
film festival that the “actionadventure fairytale” is “a love letter” to America.
She said she had been influenced
by Robert Zemeckis’ 1984 action
adventure “Romancing the Stone,”
as well as the Westerns she used to
watch with her father.
In researching the film, she spent
a year getting to know a community of people who live “off the grid”
in the desert in California in a place
called “Slab City,” and said most of

the extras used had been locals.
Waterhouse, 24, a former model,
said she had been drawn to the role
from the very first moment, but playing it had felt “like I was an orange
being peeled. I was absolutely terrified and stayed terrified throughout.”
Amirpour said she had had no
qualms about presenting slapstick
master Carrey – famed for films
such as “Ace Ventura” (1994) and
Bruce Almighty (2003) – with a nonspeaking role as “I feel like in a way
he is the hermit.”

Photo courtesy of the Venice film festival

01-562-812
Asking women to wear military uniforms while posing
for this portrait series, Lamia
Maria Abillama has attempted to show the extent to
which Lebanon’s civil society
has been affected by decades
of brutal conflict.

Momoa and Waterhouse in a scene from Amirpour’s “Bad Batch,” screening in the Venice film festival’s Critics’ Week program.

“The hermit is so important,” she
said. “He’s the soul, the kindness in
this harsh environment. He’s also the
homeless man you ignore on every
street corner. I feel like it’s the same
thing with Carrey: being that famous,
no one really sees who you are.”
Amirpour, who also cited “The
NeverEnding Story” and “Princess
Bride” as among her influences, said
she identifies with all the characters
in her blood-splattered offering and
sees it as an exploration of self.
“I’m just trying to figure out who
I am,” she said. “It’s this huge, massive thing, figuring out who you are.
You have to constantly strip it back
down to its basic elements.
“You have to devastate your reality and everything you know, how
you understand the system that you
exist it, to be able to evaluate yourself,” she said.
In addition to self-analysis, there
is also an element of self-pleasure to
the film, she said, particularly in the
choice of the soundtrack, which is
dominated by Brooklyn electro duo
Darkside. “Explaining how I picked
the music would be like explaining
how I have sex,” she said. “It’s very
hard to explain, it just feels right and
turns me on so much and then I’m
just coming all over place.”

